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2012 Thanksgiving

It was Thanksgiving eve and there were only 2 things on the Noun - Plural of the Milich/Hebel/Abernathy

families- Turkey and shopping. As most of the family Verb - Past Tense for the next evenings

Noun , Dar was creating her map and timeline for Black Friday shopping! All of her flyers were

categorized by Noun and what aisle to run to first according to Noun and popularity. With her

long underwear on and bifocals in hand, she was fully prepared!

Aunt Cheryl Verb - Past Tense her evening Verb - Present ends in ING her DVR to ensure that no holiday

shows on TV channel or the Hallmark channels were missed while she interrupted conversation at

Thanksgiving dinner. On a side note, the homeless of Location were very Adjective warm in

their coordinating hat/mitten sets!

Gramma was a Adjective little bee scouring the Noun for the best ways of washing the

Thanksgiving dishes prior to putting them in the dishwasher. Erica Verb - Past Tense her to tell her not to

worry about it since all the Noun - Plural would be disposable, but she had forgotten her hearing aids and

couldn't hear a word Erica was Verb - Present ends in ING . And so the Google searches continued.

Christy and Adam too were very Adjective preparing for the busy Verb - Present ends in ING days

ahead. Christy had intended to go to all of the area Noun - Plural to stock up on natural products for the

home on Black Friday, but after a long and Adjective look at all of the fliers, they opted to stay home for

Cyber Monday instead.

With turkey on his mind, Austin decided that the only way to pass the Noun until dinner was to

Verb - Base Form



it in his Jeep. Unfortunately, he got Verb - Past Tense and wouldn't be able to make it.

As new parents, Cory and Sherri were very Adverb this Thanksgiving season, shopping was low on their

Noun of prioritys. Turkey, food and pie, on the other hand, was all Cory could think about.

With the Thanksgiving gathering taking place at their Location , Tyler and Erica were busy cleaning and

cooking. Tyler wanted to give a hand with the cooking, but lately the only 2 ingredients he knows how to use are

Noun - Plural and ply wood. Still, even with a bun in the oven, Erica could manage the turkey in the oven

on her own just fine.

We are all so thankful for our family and all of the blessings this year. God bless and let's eat!
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